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ORAL ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.

Dearth of Note-Books in the Market

157—

*3794 Q.—Sarvasri B. Rama Subba Reddy (Kanigiri), K. B. Siddaiah (Puttur):—Will the Minister for Education be pleased to state:

(a) whether the Government are aware of the death of note-books in the market; and

(b) if so, the steps taken by the Government to meet the situation?

*An asterisk before the name indicates confirmation by the Member.

Oral Answers to Questions

శైలపోయిన. 

మాయనేష్ ఆంగ్లంలో అంచన అయితే, 1978 చట్టాను బ్రిటిష్. 

అందుకే 

1500 మందిపై అంచన అయింది. ఇతర కారణాలు ఇస్లామిక సమాధాన ఉపయోగం కారణం అందిస్తుంది. 

ఈండియన్, యూరోపియన్ రాష్ట్రాలలో 1000 

మందిపై అంచన అయితే సమాధాన ఉపయోగం కారణం అందిస్తుంది. 1978 శాతం. 

1979 మందిపై అంచన అయితే, 1979 మందిపై అంచన 

అయింది. 1500 మందిపై అంచన అయితే సమాధాన 

ఉపయోగం కారణం అందిస్తుంది. 

30 మంది ఇంటి పై సంఘటన ప్రయోగం అయితే 15 వేల మంది 

అభ్యాసం చేయకుండా ప్రయత్నిస్తారు. 

కానీ అంచన అయితే తరువాతి అంచన విధానం చేయబడి వచ్చింది. 

అంతేగా అంచన అయితే వాళ్ళు అంచన విధానం చేయబడి వచ్చింది. 

ఇది మాయనేష్ ఆంగ్లంలో జాతీయ పరిస్థితి అనుసరించ ప్రయత్నిస్తారు. 

సమాధానం అయితే 25 వేల ప్రవచనం చేయబడి ఉంది. 

చిత్తు మంది విధానం చేయబడిన ఇంతవరకు, ఇతరది వాళ్ళు 

అంచన అయితే కాలం నిండా ప్రవచనం చేయబడిన ఉంది. 

ఇది మాయనేష్ ఆంగ్లంలో జాతీయ పరిస్థితి అనుసరించ ప్రయత్నిస్తారు. 

సమాధానం అయితే 15 వేల ప్రవచనం చేయబడి ఉంది.

ప్రశ్న 10. (ప్రశ్నం): — సమయం వారు కానీ మనం మొత్తం 

మందిపై అంచన అయితే మొత్తం మంది తెలియాలి. పిన్స్ప్రాము ఆంగ్లంలో సమాధాన అయితే 

మందిపై అంచన అయితే మొత్తం మంది తెలియాలి. 

సమాధానం అయితే, ఇది మంది అంచన అయితే 

మందిపై అంచన అయితే మొత్తం మంది తెలియాలి?
Oral Answers to Questions.
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Oral Answers to Questions:

Sri B. Venkatram Reddy: — I never allege like that, in any case.

8-40 a.m.

Sri M. N. Reddy: — For the sake of the Minister, the two states concerned have already reached an agreement. I have been informed that the matter is being settled. Is the Minister in a position to tell us whether these reports are true or not?

Sri B. Venkatram Reddy: — I am not aware of any such reports.

Sri M. N. Reddy: — Is the Minister in a position to give us a brief on the matter or offer us a solution?

Sri B. Venkatram Reddy: — The two states have already reached an agreement. The Minister is in a position to tell us that reports are false or true.

Sri M. N. Reddy: — Will the Minister inform us what the position is in the two states?

Sri B. Venkatram Reddy: — I am not aware of any such reports. The Minister is in a position to tell us whether these reports are true or not.

Sri M. N. Reddy: — Is the Minister in a position to tell us the position in the two states?

Sri B. Venkatram Reddy: — The two states have already reached an agreement. The Minister is in a position to tell us whether these reports are true or not.
Sri B. Venkatram Reddy:—I have given a lengthy answer and that itself is a note. If I can supplement, I shall try to submit.

Introduction of ‘Semester System’ 
in All Universities

158—

*3949(C)Q.— Sri K. Venkataramaiah (Gooru):— Will the Minister for Education be pleased to state:

(a) whether the Government is introducing the Semester System in all the Universities as prevalent in Osmania University in order to evolve an uniform system and

(b) if not, the reasons therefor?
Whether the Government is introducing the Semester system in all the Universities as prevalent in Osmania University in order to evolve an uniform system, whether the Semester system would be introduced in all the Universities in our State or not? whether the Government takes interest in the matter of implementing the Semester system in all the Universities in the State to evolve an uniform procedure?
Leakage of Question Papers of Inter and X Class Exams. held in April, 1979

* 4569 Q: — Sarvasri K B. Siddaiah (Puthur) Ch. Rajeswara Rao Poola Subbaiah (Markapur), V. Sobhanadreeswara Rao (Vuyyuru) M. Omkar, B. Rama Subba Reddy and Bhattach Sreebraomusthy, (Paravada):— Will the Minister for Education be pleased to state:

(a) whether the Government are aware of the fact that question papers of Inter and Tenth Class Examination held in April, 1979 have been sold publicly before the examinations;

(b) if so, the Question papers that have been leaked out; and

(c) the steps taken by the Government in this regard?

...

39-2
Enquiry against Sri Thota Bharathudu, Chairman, Agricultural Market Committee, Narsaraopet

160—

*3953—(E) Q.—Sri M Venkaiah Naidu: —Will the Minister for Forest and Marketing be pleased to refer to the S.N.Q. No. 2283-L given by Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu, MLA answered on 12-9-78 and 25-9-78 and state:

(a) whether the Government have received report from the Director of Marketing regarding the enquiry against Sri Thota Bharathudu, Chairman, Agricultural Market Committee, Narsarapet, Guntur District; and

(b) if so, the further action that has been taken in the matter?
SETTING UP OF ADDITIONAL RURAL BANKS IN THE STATE

61—

4180 Q—Sarvasri V. Sobhanadreeswara Rao and K. B. Siddaiah:—

the Minister for Co-operation and Small Scale Industries be

leased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that the Government of Andhra Pradesh

ave proposed for setting up of four Rural Banks in addition to the

ree Rural Banks which are already functioning;

(b) if so, the places selected for setting up those new rural

anks; and

(c) the criteria followed for selecting the places?

Sarvasri V. Sobhanadreeswara Rao and K. B. Siddaiah:

(a) whether it is a fact that the Government of Andhra Pradesh

ave proposed for setting up of four Rural Banks in addition to the

ree Rural Banks which are already functioning;

(b) if so, the places selected for setting up those new rural

anks; and

(c) the criteria followed for selecting the places?
162—

Opening of Rayalaseema Grameena Bank in Chittoor and Anantapur Districts

*4271Q.—Sri A. Mohan Reddy (Tamballapalli):—Will the Minister for Co-operation and Small Scale Industries be pleased to state:
(a) whether there is any proposal to open a Rayalaseema Grammeena Bank in Chittoor and Ananthapur districts; and

(b) if so, the date by which it will be started?
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Elections to Panchayati Raj Institutions

163—

*4650-Q:—Sri Bhattam Sreeramamurthy (Paravada) and Smt. Mallu Swarajyam, (Thungathurthy):—Will the Minister for Panchayati Raj and Roads & Buildings be pleased to state:

(a) whether the State Government have since decided to postpone the elections to Panchayati Raj Institutions; and

(b) if so, upto what period?


(a) whether a canteen complex to solve the food problem of pilgrims is coming up at Tirumala; and

(b) if so, the stipulated time for its completion?

Food Problem of Pilgrims at Tirumala

164—

*3943(Z)-Q.—Sarvasri A. Eswara Reddy (Tirupathy) and B.R.Dora Swamy Naidu (Kuppad):—Will the Minister for Endowments and Municipal Administration be pleased to state:

(a) whether a canteen complex to solve the food problem of pilgrims is coming up at Tirumala; and

(b) if so, the stipulated time for its completion?

*3943(Z)-Q.—Sarvasri A. Eswara Reddy (Tirupathy) and B.R.Dora Swamy Naidu (Kuppad):—Will the Minister for Endowments and Municipal Administration be pleased to state:

(a) whether a canteen complex to solve the food problem of pilgrims is coming up at Tirumala; and

(b) if so, the stipulated time for its completion?
Preparation of Golden Crown for Lord Venkateswara

165—

*4338-Q.-Sri G. Mallikarjuna Rao (Gurajala)—Will the Minisress for Endowments and Municipal Administration be pleased to state:
(a) whether it is a fact that the Tirupathi Devasthanam authority have decided to get a golden crown studded with diamonds prepared for the Lord Venkateswara;
(b) if so, the value of the same;
(c) the names of the persons who will prepare it; and
(d) the time by which the same will be prepared?
Sanctity of a deity does not depend upon the brightness of ornaments or upon the value of the ornaments.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—But you do not believe God.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Those who do not believe God can only be drawn to God by cleanliness and not by vulgar display of wealth.

Stopping Purchasing of Modern Bread in Government Hospitals

*4707Q-Sri Ch. Rajeswara Rao (Circuit) :—Will the Minister for Health and Medical be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that the Government Hospitals have stopped purchasing Modern Bread;

(b) if so, the reasons therefor;

(c) the names of the Bakeries from which the Hospitals are now purchasing the bread and its price; and

(d) the basis on which the decision to purchase from particular Bakeries is taken?

ఇప్పుడు చదర స్థానము లో (2. కైది లేదా):— (1) అధీనము:

(2) అధీనము అది విషయం.

(3) (4): ఆస్థానాధిక్యం అంశం అంచనా కాక పైగా చదరం నిర్ధారించాయంటే:

(1) మాత్రం ఉంది లోపల ప్రత్యేకించిన స్థానము, ప్రస్తావన. (2) మాత్రం ఉంది గొడించిన పద్ధతి ప్రత్యేకించిన అధికారం లేదా ప్రథమ ప్రస్తావన.
Ora Answers to Questions.


(8) నతుకునే సమస్య సమయంలో అయితే విభములను నిర్ణయించడం బాగా సమాధానం చేసేది.

(4) చెప్పిని మాత్రమే ప్రత్యేకం (ఎందుకంతే) ఉండాలి, నిర్ధారించండి.

మాత్రమే చెప్పిని మాత్రమే ప్రత్యేకం (ఎందుకంతే) ఉండాలి, నిర్ధారించండి. చాలా దానికి మాత్రమే జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. చాలా దానికి మాత్రమే జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. 2.18 సమయంలో జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. 2.76 సమయంలో జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. ధ్రువ సమయంలో జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. ఫ్రమ్యం సమయంలో జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. నిర్ధారించండి ఆసారం.

1979-80లో మాత్రమే ప్రత్యేకం (ఎందుకంతే) ఉండాలి, నిర్ధారించండి.

మాత్రమే చెప్పిని మాత్రమే ప్రత్యేకం (ఎందుకంతే) ఉండాలి, నిర్ధారించండి. చాలా దానికి మాత్రమే జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. చాలా దానికి మాత్రమే జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. 2.18 సమయంలో జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. 2.76 సమయంలో జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. నిర్ధారించండి ఆసారం.

మాత్రమే చెప్పిని మాత్రమే ప్రత్యేకం (ఎందుకంతే) ఉండాలి, నిర్ధారించండి. చాలా దానికి మాత్రమే జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. చాలా దానికి మాత్రమే జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. 2.18 సమయంలో జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. 2.76 సమయంలో జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. నిర్ధారించండి ఆసారం.

మాత్రమే చెప్పిని మాత్రమే ప్రత్యేకం (ఎందుకంతే) ఉండాలి, నిర్ధారించండి. చాలా దానికి మాత్రమే జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. చాలా దానికి మాత్రమే జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. 2.18 సమయంలో జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. 2.76 సమయంలో జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. నిర్ధారించండి ఆసారం.

మాత్రమే చెప్పిని మాత్రమే ప్రత్యేకం (ఎందుకంతే) ఉండాలి, నిర్ధారించండి. చాలా దానికి మాత్రమే జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. చాలా దానికి మాత్రమే జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. 2.18 సమయంలో జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. 2.76 సమయంలో జరుగుతుంది 66 మంది. నిర్ధారించండి ఆసారం.
Sri A. Madan Mohan:—It is a general statement.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—Let the Minister have a taste of that.
Sri A. Madan Mohan:—I am a poor eater.

Report of the Pay Commissioner

167—

* 4654 Q.—Sri Bhattam Sriramamurthy (Paravada):— Will the Minister for Finance and Power be pleased to state:
(a) whether the Government have received the report of the Pay Commissioner;
(b) whether it is a fact that Government have asked for an interim report to be submitted;
(c) if so, when the final report is expected to be submitted to Government; and
(d) the salient features of the report if submitted already and action taken thereon?
Oral Answers to Questions.


(1) விளக்க வேண்டும் மூலமே, என்றால் முதலாம் அனுக்கும் செற்றுச் நாளால் நீங்குவேண்டும் விளக்கத்திற்கே நீங்குவேண்டும்.

(2) காற்று விளக்கமாறுமாறு: இல்லையென்று பசுக்குத் தன்மை காண்பதற்கு எளிய முறையாக பிற்கூடையர் ஒப்புத்தட்டு என்று கூறுவதால், ஒப்புத்தட்டு என்று புதியை புதியையாகச் செய்யவேண்டும் என்று கூறுவதால் ஒப்புத்தட்டு என்று புதியை புதியையாகச் செய்யவேண்டும்.

(3) இளங்கு விளக்கப்பட்டு: வந்து கூடமாறு பிற்கூடையர் முறையாக பிற்கூடையர் ஒப்புத்தட்டு என்று கூறுவதால், ஒப்புத்தட்டு என்று புதியை புதியையாகச் செய்யவேண்டும் என்று கூறுவதால் ஒப்புத்தட்டு என்று புதியை புதியையாகச் செய்யவேண்டும்.

(4) எ. பரிசைகள்:— விளக்கம் தோண் 14-4-79 வேண்டும், விளக்கம் தோண் 15-6-79 வேண்டும். விளக்கம் தோண் 8-79 வேண்டும். விளக்கம் தோண் 8-79 வேண்டும். விளக்கம் தோண் 8-79 வேண்டும். விளக்கம் தோண் 8-79 வேண்டும். விளக்கம் தோண் 8-79 வேண்டும்.

(5) விளக்கம் விளக்க வேண்டும் (புதியையும்):— ஏன் தோண் 78, விளக்கம் தோண் 8-11:30 ம. வேண்டும். விளக்கம் தோண் 8-11:30 ம. வேண்டும். விளக்கம் தோண் 8-11:30 ம. வேண்டும். விளக்கம் தோண் 8-11:30 ம. வேண்டும். விளக்கம் தோண் 8-11:30 ம. வேண்டும். விளக்கம் தோண் 8-11:30 ம. வேண்டும். விளக்கம் தோண் 8-11:30 ம. வேண்டும். விளக்கம் தோண் 8-11:30 ம. வேண்டும்.

Oral Answers to Questions.

Q. 7. Sir— Will the Government agree to the principle of an adjudication of all the damage to public property by the Union? Answer.

Q. 8. Sir (Dr. R. C. Sharma):— The principle of an adjudication of all the damage to public property is not agreeable to the Government.

Q. 9. Sir— Can the Government agree to the principle of an adjudication of all the damage to public property for the reasons stated?

Q. 10. Sir (Dr. R. C. Sharma):— The principle of an adjudication of all the damage to public property is not agreeable to the Government.

Damage is once for all and you cannot claim it again. You cannot have a double payment.

Q. 11. Sir— In view of the above statement, is it possible to agree to the principle of an adjudication of all the damage to public property?

Q. 12. Sir (Dr. R. C. Sharma):— The principle of an adjudication of all the damage to public property is not agreeable to the Government.

The report is a very voluminous one and it contains lot of recommendations regarding pay scales, dearness allowances and so many other things. Therefore, it will take some time for the Government to take a final decision in the matter.

Q. 13. Sir (Mr. S. C. Sinha):— I would like to bring to your notice that the Hon'ble Members are not under the oath of secrecy. Once it is passed before the Assembly, it becomes a public document. Therefore, the question of taking into confidence the Assembly Members. As I said, the
H’ble Members are not under the oath of secrecy and it is a confidential document. Unless the Government takes a final decision it would not be advisable to reveal the recommendations.

Sri N.S.N. Reddy:— I request the H’ble Minister to fix up a date — one month, two months or three months.

Sri G. Rajaram:— I assure the H’ble Members that the Government is as anxious as the H’ble Members are.

Payment of Full Pay and Allowances to the Reinstated Prematurely Retired Employees

168—

4287-Q.-Sri B. Niranjan Rao (Malleswaram) :— Will the Minister for Finance & Power be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that the Govt. has issued G.O.Ms. No. 98 Fin. and Plg. (Fin. Pension I) Dept. dt. 21-3-1977 regarding the reinstatement of prematurely retired employees;

(b) whether it is also a fact that in the above G.O. Govt. have categorically stated that such reinstated employees “be paid” full pay and allowance which he would have received had he not been retired from service’;

(c) whether it is also a fact that in spite of a clear statement of Govt. H.R.A. and C.A., are recovered from the retired personnel who have already been paid; and

(d) if so, the reasons for such recovery?

(Sri, V. V. R. V. R. Reddy (V. V. R. Reddy):— (a) 3.2.1.

(b) 3.2.2.

(c) 3.2.3.

(d) 3.2.4.)
Mr. Deputy Speaker :—How is it that they are entitled for the salary and Dearness Allowance ?
Sri G. Rajaram: —They have been retrospectively reinstated. Therefore, they will get the pay and dearness allowance. The other allowances are attached to functioning of certain posts and discharging certain duties. As they were not functioning and not discharging the duties.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu: —He is contradicting his own statement. He is not in a job. He is being paid salary, but he is not being paid house rent allowance.

B-class cities 71/2% of the basic pay that is admissible and certain places have been declared as bad climate where there is malaria. When they perform their special duties, then only that is admissible.

Oral Answers to Questions

132

*3763.Q.—Sri Ch. Vittal Reddy:—Will the Minister for Health and Medical be pleased to state:

(a) Whether it is a fact that a young lady Smt. Kamalamma, W/o Sri Sattiah of Adampur, Taluk, Medak district, died on 8-1-1979 immediately after an injection given by Sri Ravindra, Shop-keeper of the Krishna Medical Hall, Narasapura, Medak District.

(b) if so, the reasons for not arresting him immediately;

(c) the action taken and proposed to be taken against the said shop-keeper for doing medical practice without any licence;

(d) whether any steps will be taken to cancel the licence of the Krishna Medical shop; and

(e) whether the Government will issue instructions for the immediate cancellation of the licence of the said medical shop in view of the fact that medicines are being brought in the name of medical shop and injections are being given without licences consequent to which Smt. Kamalamma met with instantaneous death?


Death of Smt. Kamalamma, Adampur, Narasapur Tq.

after taking Injection in Krishna Medical Hall, Narasapur.

120—

*3763.Q.—Sri Ch. Vittal Reddy:—Will the Minister for Health and Medical be pleased to state:

(a) Whether it is a fact that a young lady Smt. Kamalamma, W/o Sri Sattiah of Adampur, Taluk, Medak district, died on 8-1-1979 immediately after an injection given by Sri Ravindra, Shop-keeper of the Krishna Medical Hall, Narasapura, Medak District.

(b) if so, the reasons for not arresting him immediately;

(c) the action taken and proposed to be taken against the said shop-keeper for doing medical practice without any licence;

(d) whether any steps will be taken to cancel the licence of the Krishna Medical shop; and

(e) whether the Government will issue instructions for the immediate cancellation of the licence of the said medical shop in view of the fact that medicines are being brought in the name of medical shop and injections are being given without licences consequent to which Smt. Kamalamma met with instantaneous death?

That is before the Court. Police is looking into it. As and when the case is established, action will be taken.


Constitution of a Northern Andhra Planning and Development Board for Srikakulam, Visakhapatnam and East Godavari Districts.

143—

(a) whether there is any proposal from Sri Alwar Dass,S.M.L.A. or any others to the Chief Minister during the month of January, 1979 to constitute a Northern Andhra Planning and Development Board for the three districts of Srikakulam, Visakhapatnam and East Godavari in view of the fact that all the taluks in the former two districts and half the number of taluks in the third district declared as backward as per criteria fixed by the Planning Commission and also in view of the fact that they are not getting due attention in the coastal Andhra Planning and Development Board and to allocate funds in proportion to population of the backward taluks in each of three regions; and

(b) if so, the action taken by the Government thereon?

(a) Whether there is any proposal from Sri Alwar Dass, S.M.L.A. or any others to the Chief Minister during the month of January, 1979 to constitute a Northern Andhra Planning and Development Board for the three districts of Srikakulam, Visakhapatnam and East Godavari in view of the fact that all the taluks in the former two districts and half the number of taluks in the third district declared as backward as per criteria fixed by the Planning Commission and also in view of the fact that they are not getting due attention in the coastal Andhra Planning and Development Board and to allocate funds in proportion to population of the backward taluks in each of three regions; and

(b) If so, the action taken by the Government thereon?
Backward areas are backward areas, whether they are in Telengana or in Andhra. Why is this discrimination.

1. The Minister of State, Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Development: How many acres of land have been notified as common land in the State? Answer: 100.

2. The Minister of State, Ministry of Railways: What is the number of stations which have been declared as national heritage? Answer: 15.

3. The Minister of State, Ministry of Defence: What is the number of soldiers who have died in action since independence? Answer: 1,000.

4. The Minister of State, Ministry of External Affairs: What is the number of embassies and consulates in the country? Answer: 300.

5. The Minister of State, Ministry of Finance: What is the number of rupees spent on education in the country? Answer: 500 crores.

6. The Minister of State, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare: What is the number of hospitals in the country? Answer: 10,000.

7. The Minister of State, Ministry of Home Affairs: What is the number of police stations in the country? Answer: 10,000.

8. The Minister of State, Ministry of Environment and Forests: What is the number of national parks in the country? Answer: 100.
10-00 a.m.

Q. 93. Sri B. Niranjana Rao:—Will the Minister for Finance, Power and Planning be pleased to state:

(a) the Secretariat Department-wise number of representation received by the Finance Department and referred to the Pay Revision Commission to rectify the anomalies arisen out of the 1974 revised pay scales due deviation from the uniform scales fixed for allied posts;

(b) the number of such cases referred to the Government by the Andhra Pradesh Administrative Tribunal for reconsideration and rectification; and

(c) the action taken to rectify the same?

Rectification of Anomalies arisen out of 1974 Revised Pay Scales.

*93 Q. :—Sri B. Niranjana Rao:—Will the Minister for Finance, Power and Planning be pleased to state:

Secretariat Department-Wise Number of Representations referred to the Pay Revision Commissioner to rectify the Anomalies arising out of 1974 Revision of Pay Scales:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the Department</th>
<th>Number of representations referred to.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Food &amp; Agriculture</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Industries &amp; Commerce</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Forest &amp; Rural Development</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Revenue</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Labour, Employment &amp; Technical Education</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Education</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. General Administration</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Finance &amp; Planning</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Home</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Medical &amp; Health</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Irrigation &amp; Power and Transport, Roads &amp; Buildings</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Panchayat Raj</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Housing, Municipal Administration &amp; Urban Development</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Legislature Secretariat</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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168-A.—


(a) whether it is a fact that Sri Mahadeva Temple situated in Laldarwaza locality, Hyderabad City belongs to the Endowment Department; and

(b) if so, the steps taken by the Department to secure possession of the same?

చాలాసంమయం, సాధారణత్వ విషయాలు జరిగావున్నప్పటికీ (ఫిలింగ్స్ అంటే):

(2) ఆశ్చర్యం.
Short Notice Questions and Answers.

On 15-1-79 a notice was issued informing the public that the temple would be closed and the doors locked for the day. However, the Minister himself did not obey the notice and went to the temple. Police can maintain law and order. As the Minister was not allowed to enter the temple in spite of the order of the Court, he was good enough to go to the temple. He went along with Legislators. It is a matter of shame that the Minister himself was not allowed to enter the temple in spite of the order of the Court.
Time for Installation of Capacitors to Agricultural Power Consumers

168-B-

No. 4876-P Sri K.B. Siddiah:—Will the Minister for Finance and Power be pleased to state:

(a) Whether it is a fact that the Hon. Minister has given an assurance on the floor of the House on 22nd March, 1979 during the last Budget meetings in connection with a statement under Rule 329 that agricultural power consumers would be given time to install "Capacitors" till July 1979 and that the levy of penalties on the ground that there were no "Capacitors" would be stayed till such time: and

(b) the steps taken by the Government to implement the said assurance?

\( \text{168-B -} \)

\( \text{No. 4876-P Sri K.B. Siddiah:—Will the Minister for Finance and Power be pleased to state:} \)

\( \text{(a) Whether it is a fact that the Hon. Minister has given an assurance on the floor of the House on 22nd March, 1979 during the last Budget meetings in connection with a statement under Rule 329 that agricultural power consumers would be given time to install "Capacitors" till July 1979 and that the levy of penalties on the ground that there were no "Capacitors" would be stayed till such time: and} \)

\( \text{(b) the steps taken by the Government to implement the said assurance?} \)
Short Notice Questions and Answers. 3rd July, 1979

1. What are the main elements of a successful business? How can one ensure a stable income?

2. What are the benefits of a well-structured education system? Can it lead to societal advancement?

3. Discuss the importance of health and wellness in contemporary society. What are the key factors that contribute to overall well-being?

4. How can technology be harnessed to improve governance and service delivery? What are the potential challenges?

5. In what ways can education be adapted to meet the needs of diverse learners? What are the implications for teaching methods?

6. What role does cultural integration play in a globalized world? How can communities maintain their cultural identity?

7. How can sustainable practices be integrated into daily life? What are the benefits of living a sustainable lifestyle?

8. What are the challenges faced by small businesses in today's market? How can they overcome these challenges?

9. How can renewable energy sources be effectively utilized to reduce carbon footprints? What are the potential drawbacks?

10. What is the impact of climate change on global ecosystems? What actions can be taken to mitigate these effects?

11. How can technology be used to enhance human interaction and communication? What are the ethical considerations?

12. What are the implications of digitalization on job markets? How can individuals adapt to these changes?

13. How can education systems be designed to foster creative thinking and innovation? What are the barriers to achieving this?

14. What role do non-governmental organizations (NGOs) play in promoting social development? How can they be supported?

15. How can effective communication contribute to resolving conflicts and promoting peace? What are the challenges in achieving this?

16. What are the consequences of climate change on food security? How can these be addressed?

17. How can technology be leveraged to improve access to healthcare services in remote areas? What are the limitations?

18. What are the implications of urbanization on natural resources? How can sustainable urban planning be implemented?

19. How can education systems be restructured to cater to the needs of students from marginalized communities? What are the obstacles?

20. What role does education play in promoting gender equality? How can this be achieved?

21. How can technology be used to enhance the delivery of public services? What are the potential drawbacks?

22. What are the challenges faced by entrepreneurs in accessing finance? How can these challenges be overcome?

23. How can education systems be designed to prepare students for the workforce of the future? What are the current trends?

24. What is the role of technology in promoting ethical business practices? What are the potential implications for society?

25. How can education systems be reformed to prioritize critical thinking and problem-solving skills? What are the current challenges?
Sri Gouthu Latchanna:— If so, whether any enquiry has been conducted in this regard I do agree there is a delay in this and I am sorry for the delay and I will get this examined and I will see that necessary enquiry is made.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— The Minister may pass on the information to him.

Sri B. Venkatram Reddy:— If it is a fact that there is lapse I will definitely see that both of them sign.

Sri B. Venkatram Reddy:— Mr. Alwar Das is right. Action will be taken.

Rule of Reservation in Public School, Begumpet.

No. 4876-K- Sarvasri B. Sammaiah, D. Narasaiah and G. Latchanna:— Will be Minister for Education be pleased to itate:
Short Notice Questions and Answers. 3rd July, 1979

(a) whether the Public School, Begumpet Hyderabad, is following the rule reservation for S.Cs., and S.Ts. in admissions

(b) if so the number of S.Cs., and S.Ts. given admission as per the reservation quota for this academic year (1979-80)

(c) if not the reasons therefor

(d) whether the principle of reservation for S.Cs., and S.Ts. in admissions is strictly followed in all recognised private schools in the State and

e) if not, the steps to be taken by the Government in this regard

39-6
This can't be treated as a private institution; so necessary action will be taken,

Mr. Dy. Speaker:—Postponed.

Sri B. Venkatram Reddy:—I have already instructed accordingly.
Short Notice Questions and Answers. 3rd July, 1979

Non-Payment of Salaries to Newly Appointed Teachers in West Godavari District.

S.N.Q. 168-E) Sri B. Venkatram Reddy:—I request that this question may be postponed because I could not get necessary and satisfactory information as yet.

Sri B. Venkatram Reddy:—I said I may at best give a reply tomorrow itself.

Short Notice Questions Postponed from 27-6-79 for further Supplementaries.

Misappropriation of Rs. 5 Lakhs by Excise Inspector Anantapur.

120-B. No. 4874L—Sri. K.B. Chenna Mallappa:— Will the Minister for Excise be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that funds to an extent of rupees five lakhs were misappropriated by Mr. Zafer, Excise Inspector, Anantapur;
(b) whether it is also a fact that he had cheated the department by showing duplicate challans;
(c) if so, the action that has been taken to recover the amount; and
(d) whether any departmental enquiry has been conducted into the affair and if so, the results thereof?
150 3rd July, 1979. Short Notice Questions and Answers


How much time do you take to fill a charge-sheet?
Short Notice Questions and Answers.  
3rd July, 1979 

(1) న.స. మహారాష్ట్రాన్ : — అది కాదంబరము నిమిషం నాలుగు సంవత్సరాల నుండి లాంభ అంచనలత్సీత్తను ప్రస్తుతం చేసుకోవచ్చు. అది 20 థ్రీ అగిరి కొనసాగించాను. అది సెట్పెంబర్ నుండి సంవత్సరాన్ని అంచనలత్సీత్తం చేయండి. అది
ప్రధానంగా లాంభ ఇంట నియమానికి ఉపయోగపడతుంది. అది అంచనలత్సీత్తం చేయడానికి నియమాన్ని సంకేతించాలంటటా?

(2) న.స. మహారాష్ట్రాన్: — అది నిమిషం లేదా రోడు అంచనాలత్సీత్తం కోలిగిన సంవత్సరాన్ని అంచనలత్సీత్తం చేయడానికి ఉపయోగపడతూ ఉంటుంది. అది సెట్పెంబర్ నుండి సంవత్సరాన్ని అంచనలత్సీత్తం చేయండి. అది సెట్పెంబర్ నుండి సంవత్సరాన్ని అంచనలత్సీత్తం చేయడానికి మార్గానికి ఉపయోగపడతూ ఉంటుంది. అది అంచనలత్సీత్తం చేయడానికి మార్గానికి ఉపయోగపడతూ ఉంటుంది.

(3) న.స. మహారాష్ట్రాన్: — ఒక సంవత్సరాన్ని కుటుంబానికి ఉపయోగపడతూ ఉంటుంది. అది సెట్పెంబర్ నుండి సంవత్సరాన్ని అంచనలత్సీత్తం చేయండి. అది అంచనలత్సీత్తం చేయడానికి మార్గానికి ఉపయోగపడతూ ఉంటుంది. అది అంచనలత్సీత్తం చేయడానికి మార్గానికి ఉపయోగపడతూ ఉంటుంది.

(4) న.స. మహారాష్ట్రాన్: — ఒక సంవత్సరాన్ని కుటుంబానికి ఉపయోగపడతూ ఉంటుంది. అది సెట్పెంబర్ నుండి సంవత్సరాన్ని అంచనలత్సీత్తం చేయండి. అది అంచనలత్సీత్తం చేయడానికి మార్గానికి ఉపయోగపడతూ ఉంటుంది. అది అంచనలత్సీత్తం చేయడానికి మార్గానికి ఉపయోగపడతూ ఉంటుంది.
3rd July 1979  
Short Notice Questions and Answer

Sri P. Ganga Reddy : —Being a criminal case it is our duty to lodge a complaint with the Police. It is the duty of the Police to take necessary action.

Sri V. Venkaiah Naidu : — Police and Excise department are part and parcel of the Government. 

Sri V. Venkaiah Naidu : — Police and Excise department are part and parcel of the Government. 

Sri V. Venkaiah Naidu : — Police and Excise department are part and parcel of the Government. 

Sri V. Venkaiah Naidu : — Police and Excise department are part and parcel of the Government. 

Sri V. Venkaiah Naidu : — Police and Excise department are part and parcel of the Government. 

Sri V. Venkaiah Naidu : — Police and Excise department are part and parcel of the Government. 

Sri V. Venkaiah Naidu : — Police and Excise department are part and parcel of the Government. 

Sri V. Venkaiah Naidu : — Police and Excise department are part and parcel of the Government. 

Sri V. Venkaiah Naidu : — Police and Excise department are part and parcel of the Government. 

Sri V. Venkaiah Naidu : — Police and Excise department are part and parcel of the Government. 

Sri V. Venkaiah Naidu : — Police and Excise department are part and parcel of the Government.

Sri V. Venkaiah Naidu : — Police and Excise department are part and parcel of the Government.

Sri V. Venkaiah Naidu : — Police and Excise department are part and parcel of the Government.

Sri V. Venkaiah Naidu : — Police and Excise department are part and parcel of the Government.

Sri V. Venkaiah Naidu : — Police and Excise department are part and parcel of the Government.

Sri V. Venkaiah Naidu : — Police and Excise department are part and parcel of the Government.
Sri P. Ganga Reddy:— I will take necessary action in that regard. I will keep their views in my mind.

10 50 a.m.

Sri M. Venkayya Naidu: — Hon. Members from that side and this side are saying that the senior officers, that is up to D.C.E. level are colluding and if the Minister says that he will get the matter investigated by the D.C.E., what is the result that we get out of it? Their demand is for transfer of the Superintendent who is shielding the delinquent officer and our demand is for appointment of a State Level Officer for enquiry.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: — After receiving the preliminary report he will take action.

Sri B.T.L.N. Choudary: — What difficulty is there in transferring the Superintendent.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: — He is expecting a reply from the DCE.

Sri B.T.L.N. Choudary: I suspect that there will be tampering of the records and high-handedness because this particular Superintendent is powerful and influential. Why can't you transfer and conduct enquiry. He is coming in the way of enquiry.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: — If necessary he will also be transferred.

Sri B.T.L.N. Choudary: — We are of the opinion that this Superintendent is shielding the officers.

Sri P. Ganga Reddy:— I assure the House that I will keep the views expressed by hon. Members in my mind. We don't want to hinder anybody.

Sri P. Ganga Reddy:—I object to his saying that the Minister may be having interest.

Sri Poola Subbaiah :—I only said "I suspect."

Sri P. Ganga Reddy : —You have no right to suspect.

Sri Poola Subbaiah: —The case is very clear. We need not argue. On the face of it, there is a prima facie case. Therefore the Minister has to move and take action. What action has Minister sponsored when it is made clear.

Sri P. Ganga Reddy : —After receiving the preliminary enquiry report, we will depute if necessary a senior officer from here.

Sri M.Venkayya Naidu : —Now it is proved beyond doubt that the money was misappropriated.
Sri P. Ganga Reddy: —Actually the Superintendent was informed on 4-3-79. He has immediately informed the D.C.E. The D.C.E. has issued orders on 6-3-79. Between getting the information and issuing orders there is only a gap of 2 days.

"He is shielding even tampering of records."

Mr. Deputy Speaker: —As far as the D.C.E. is concerned, he has taken immediate action.

Sri M. Venkaya Naidu: —It came to the notice of the D.C.E. on 4-3; Immediately he has informed to whom? The Police registered on the 18th or 19th when the matter was brought to the notice of D.C. E. on the 4th. Suspension is one part of the action. What steps giving report to the Police and allowing the same taken action itself.
MESSAGES FROM THE COUNCIL

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—I have received the following messages from the Chairman of the Legislative Council.

"In accordance with Rule 1471 I of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council, I transmit a copy of the Andhra Pradesh (Telangana Area) Irrigation (Amendment) Bill, 1979 (L.A. Bill 19/79) as passed and agreed by the Legislative Council on 2-7-79, without any amendment and signed by me."
In accordance with Rule 127 of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council I transmit a copy of the Andhra Pradesh Civil Courts (Amendment) Bill, 1979 (L.C. Bill, 4/79) as passed by Legislative Council on 2-7-79 and signed by me for the concurrence of Legislative Assembly.

ANNOUNCEMENT

re: Nomination to various Consultative Committees

Mr. Dy. Speaker: The time for withdrawal of nomination to the various Consultative Committees is extended up to 1-30 p.m. today, 3-7-79. Election if necessary will be held from 10 a.m. to 1-00 p.m. on 4-7-79 in the Committee Room of the Assembly Buildings.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Mr. Deputy Speaker: —Tell all these things tomorrow.

Matters Under Rule 329,

re: Forcible collection by the officials of the Co-operative Central Bank, Khammam.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—One young woman, by name Sailaja is missing since 29th. She left her home on the 29th at 10-30 for collecting a college application form and she is since missing. The family made a Police report right on 29th. There is scope of hearing the worst about her. There is possibility of her having fallen a ghastly prey to foul play. Therefore this matter may be taken up tomorrow, and in the mean time Police Department may be instructed to gear up the entire machinery to trace out her. We are afraid the office is under instructions that no matter concerning law and order should be taken up for consideration. We have received disturbing information. If the Chair is not able to say that this will be considered, we are helpless.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— I will see it myself. The Speaker must have seen it. Tomorrow we will see that Chief Minister or somebody makes a statement.

Matters under Rule 329

re: (1) Forcible Collection of Loans by the Officials of the Co-operative Central Bank, Khammam.
Matter Unders Rule 329:


re: Forcible collection by the Officials of the Co-operative Central Bank, Khammam.

Forcible collection by the Officials of the Co-operative Central Bank, Khammam.

...
Matters Under Rule 329:

re: Hunger Strike by Medical Employees demanding immediate release of Pay Commission Reports.

11-20 a.m.

(2) re: Relay Hunger Strike by Medical Employees demanding immediate release of Pay Commission Reports.

Hunger Strike by Medical Employees demanding immediate release of Pay Commission Report.

Sri A. Madan Mohan: The Andhra Pradesh Medical Employees Union made some representations about the removal of anomalies existing in the pay scales of some low-paid employees in the Department increasing the casual leave allowed to the employees, creation of additional staff in certain cadres to cope up with the working and to enhance the uniform allowance to certain categories, etc. I held a meeting with the representatives of the Union on 24.2.1979 and we arrived at certain conclusions. In pursuance of that in certain matters like facility of casual leave to contingent staff and proper maintenance of the staff quarters, orders were already issued and action is being pursued in other matters. In the meanwhile, the Union issued a notice on 10-6-1979 to the effect that they would embark upon a State-wide programme of hunger strike from 27.6.1979 before all hospitals, teaching institutions and the Secretariat. This matter was already raised in the Assembly by way of Call Attention Notice and I have already made a statement on 21-6-1979. I mentioned that some of the Union demands are covered by the terms of reference to the Pay Revision Commission and some of the demands involved financial commitment and those are being examined. I also mentioned that the Union made some fresh demands in its notice on 10-6-1979 and those too would be examined in consultation with Director of Medical Education and Administration. After making the statement, I held a meeting with the representatives of the Union on 28-6-1979. I assured them in the meeting that the Government would sympathetically consider all their demands taking overall financial position of the State into consideration by holding a meeting at the highest level. There is no justification for the employees proceeding on either relay hunger strike.
Matters Under Rule 329:
re: Withholding of the Results of S.S.C. students at Aravapalem Centre and the A.M.A.A. High School, Anakapally, Visakhapatnam District.

or other forms of agitation. To my mind the union representatives seemed convinced of the Government's stand and I hope the employees will give up the hunger strike before all the medical institutions if they have not already done so.

re: (3) Withholding the Results of S. S. C Students at Aravapalem Centre and at A.M.A.A. High School, Anakapally, Visakhapatnam District.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—He has asked specifically.

Mr. K. Govinda Rao:—I have given notice long time back and he must have got the information.

I will check it up.
Matters Under Rule 329:


Withholding of the Results of S.S.C. students at Aravapalem Centre and the A. M. A.A. High School, Anakapally, Visakhapatnam District.

In the matter of the aforesaid, thefactor, school management of the said schools hereinabove, having decided that the results of the said students be withheld for the time being, is hereby communicated.

It is requested that the said results be withheld till further orders.

39—8


This cannot be argued as a matter of right. So for as educational standards are concerned. I wish that Hon'ble Member like Mr. Alwardas will co-operate with the Department. We shall do away with the system and let us examine it and we shall change it. you can give me the Suggestions. We want to reform the examination system. I do accept that there are same defects in the examinations system. They are really the barometers of the students achievements. But adding five marks will not solve the Problem at all. Whether we add or not either in S. S. C. or in Inter-mediate will be examined objectively and a decision will be taken soon.
Mr, Deputy Speaker:—Immediately I will see that he replies.
Calling Attention to Matters of urgent public Importance


In pursuance of your order of calling attention on 13/6, 20, 21, 28/2, 28, 23. 6th March 1979, 7th August 1979, 28th October 1979, and Sr. 510. 28th December 1979, I have to state that in 1960, 20, 21, 28/2, 28, 23. 6th March 1979, 7th August 1979, 28th October 1979, and Sr. 510. 28th December 1979, we have been cultivating various lands of Sri Jagannadham Temple at Pedda Walter Village.

However, it is unfortunate to note that in 1971, the temple authorities have taken a decision to evict us from the lands. We have been cultivating these lands since 1960, and we have a long-standing tradition of cultivating these lands for several years.

We have been attempting to negotiate with the temple authorities to find a solution to this issue. However, we have not received any positive response from them.

Unfortunately, we have been forced to leave our lands due to the eviction notice. We have been trying to find a solution to this issue, but we have not been successful.

I request you to intervene in this matter and help us in finding a solution to this issue.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]
Calling Attention to Matters.


of urgent public importance,


8-6-78 సంక్షీప్త విదేశాల అద్దులు ఉంటే ఇది యాదాద్రీ ఫట్టి వస్తుంది. 80-40 పర్యాప్తం కాని యెండీ మూడు పెరుం కోసం మనుష్య ప్రామాణిక వస్తువులకు పాలన ఉంది. 12-7-78 సంచారం లేక లేక వారు లేకపై ప్రత్యేకంగా వారి ప్రత్యేక పోషణ కోసం వస్తువులకు పాలన ఉంది. 

8-6-78 సంక్షీప్త విదేశాల అద్దులు ఉంటే ఇది యాదాద్రీ ఫట్టి వస్తుంది. 80-40 పర్యాప్తం కాని యెండీ మూడు పెరుం ప్రామాణిక వస్తువులకు పాలన ఉంది. 12-7-78 సంచారం లేక లేక వారు లేకపై ప్రత్యేకంగా వారి ప్రత్యేక పోషణ కోసం వస్తువులకు పాలన ఉంది.
Calling attention to Matters of urgent Public importance.

re: (2) Air pollution in Warangal due to Boiled Rice mills.

168 3rd July, 1979

Air pollution in Warangal due to Boiled Rice mills.

(i) The Hon'ble Members:

(ii) The Hon'ble Members:

(iii) The Hon'ble Members:

re: 2 Air pollution in Warangal due to Boiled Rice Mills.

(revised)
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of urgent public importance

re: Air Pollution in Warangal due to Boiled Rice Mills.

(2) It is hereby requested that the necessary measures be taken to provide effective control over the Air Pollution caused by boiling rice mills. The Government has already taken steps to control such pollution. Therefore, the subject matter is now brought to your attention for information.

(3) It is further requested that the necessary measures be taken to control and reduce the Air Pollution caused by boiling rice mills. The Government has already taken steps to control such pollution. Therefore, the subject matter is now brought to your attention for information.

(4) It is hereby requested that the necessary measures be taken to provide effective control over the Air Pollution caused by boiling rice mills. The Government has already taken steps to control such pollution. Therefore, the subject matter is now brought to your attention for information.

(5) It is hereby requested that the necessary measures be taken to provide effective control over the Air Pollution caused by boiling rice mills. The Government has already taken steps to control such pollution. Therefore, the subject matter is now brought to your attention for information.
Calling Attention to Matters of urgent public importance:

re: Air Pollution in Warangal due to Boiled Rice Mills.


[Document content in Telugu script]

(Signed)

[Signature]

[Name]

[Position]
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance:

re: delay in implementation of protected water supply scheme in Repalle town.


re: (3) Delay in implementation of the Protected Water supply schemes in Repalle town.

(i) 1/8 acre (1950 sq. yds) area

(ii) 2/3 acre (4290 sq. yds) area

Area

1/8 acre

2/3 acre

23.08 T.C.

23.08 T.C.

(2) Dr. J. V. Jagadish Chandra (Director) reports that the work has already been started of the above area and the same will be completed by 12.00 noon of the 3rd August. The work is expected to be completed by the 3rd August.

18.78 acre (7410 sq. yds)

18.78 acre (7410 sq. yds)
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance: 

re: delay in implementation of Protected Water Supply Scheme in Repalle town.

4. The Hon'ble Minister for Rural Development and Panchayat Raj informed the House that the Water Supply Scheme in Repalle town, which was approved in 1978, is yet to be implemented due to certain technical and financial problems. The Hon'ble Minister assured the House that efforts are on to complete the scheme as soon as possible.

5. The Hon'ble Minister for Rural Development and Panchayat Raj informed the House that the Water Supply Scheme in Repalle town, which was approved in 1978, is yet to be implemented due to certain technical and financial problems. The Hon'ble Minister assured the House that efforts are on to complete the scheme as soon as possible.

6. The Hon'ble Minister for Rural Development and Panchayat Raj informed the House that the Water Supply Scheme in Repalle town, which was approved in 1978, is yet to be implemented due to certain technical and financial problems. The Hon'ble Minister assured the House that efforts are on to complete the scheme as soon as possible.

7. The Hon'ble Minister for Rural Development and Panchayat Raj informed the House that the Water Supply Scheme in Repalle town, which was approved in 1978, is yet to be implemented due to certain technical and financial problems. The Hon'ble Minister assured the House that efforts are on to complete the scheme as soon as possible.

8. The Hon'ble Minister for Rural Development and Panchayat Raj informed the House that the Water Supply Scheme in Repalle town, which was approved in 1978, is yet to be implemented due to certain technical and financial problems. The Hon'ble Minister assured the House that efforts are on to complete the scheme as soon as possible.
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance:

re: Delay in implementation of Protected Water Supply Scheme in Repalle Town.

9. The Hon'ble Minister for Health & Family Welfare stated that the Protected Water Supply Scheme for Repalle Town was approved in 1978-79. The funds allocated for the scheme were Rs. 4.00 lakhs. The actual expenditure up to 25-1-1979 was Rs. 1.16 lakhs. The expenditure up to 31-8-1979 was Rs. 1.16 lakhs. The scheme was expected to be completed by 30-6-1979.

10. The Hon'ble Minister further stated that the scheme was postponed due to the appointment of a new Medical Officer. The scheme was expected to be completed by 31-12-1979. The scheme was expected to be completed by 31-12-1979.

CALLING ATTENTION MATTER

Urgent Public Importance:

re: Unqualified Private Medical Practitioner was postponed.
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance:

re: (4) Delay in opening additional 8th, 9th, 10th, and First year Intermediate Class in Schools and Junior College, Narsampet, Warangal.
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance:
re: Steps taken by the Govt. to protect forest lands from occupation by landlords of Mahbubabad Taluk, Warangal district.

As regards the information on the occupation of 500 acres of forest land in Mahbubabad Taluk in Warangal District, the facts are that Sl. Nos. 114, 115 and 120 of Annaram Village, and Survey Nos. 191 and 195 of Tallapuspallli village, comprising an area of about 330 acres and 340 acres respectively, inter-alia have been included in Dhanasari proposed Reserved Forest. The said proposed Reserved Forest also includes, an extent of about 2,900 acres from Berivada and Vemhrivil villages. The total extent of Vennur and Bervide villages

Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Importance:
re: Steps taken by the Govt. to protect Forest Land from occupation by landlords of Mahabubabad Taluk, Warangal district.

included in the Dhansari proposed Reserved Forest is claimed to be the patta of one Sri J. Chenna Krishna Reddy, Ijaradar, and after the death of Sri J. Chenna Krishna Reddi, his son Sri J. Manmohan Reddi along with his brothers and sisters are claiming succession rights. It is contended by the Forest Department that the entire extent of 2,900 acres of Berivada and Vemnur villages is attracted by the provisions of the Andhra Pradesh (Telangana Area) Ijara and Kowli Lands Cancellation of Irregular Pattas and Abolition of Concessional Assessment Act, 1961 and the patta should stand cancelled. The Tahsildar, Mahabubabad, purporting to act under the said Law, passed orders cancelling the patta over an extent of 1,025 Acs. in 1966, and 909 acres in 1973. While the Tahsildar, Mahabubabad was proceeding to cancel the patta over the remaining extent, Sri J. Manmohan Reddi, his brothers and sisters filed four writ petitions in the High Court and the High Court, while disposing of the writ petitions on 30-12-1975 remanded the matter to the Tahsildar, Mahabubabad for proper enquiry in accordance with Law.

The villagers of Vempur and Berivada are trying to occupy the lands of Annaram and Tallapusapalli. Sri J. Manmohan Reddy along with his kith and kin are encouraging for occupying these lands. The villagers of Vemnur, Berivada, Annaram and Tallapusapalli are adjoining each other. There seems to be a feud between the village boundaries. The ryots of Annaram and Tallapusapalli have filed a petition to the Hon'ble Chief Minister alleging that certain villagers of Vemnur and Berivada etc., under the instigation of Sri J. Manmohan Reddy are destroying forests and trying to illegally occupy the lands in their village limits. The matter is under investigation by the Conservator of Forests, Warangal.

(Sri A. Veerappa):— It is not referred. It is already answered in the Council by the Revenue Minister.
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance:

re: Steps taken by the Govt. to protect Forest Lands from occupation by Landlords of Mahbubabad Taluk, Warangal District.

1. The Motion: You have allotted my motion and I have got every right to speak.

2. Mr. Deputy Speaker: He will not be able to do justice.

3. According to the order of the Government read with recommendation of the Subedar, Warangal the Ijeradar was granted an extent of 6050 as Bill Maktha and the balance of 2,260...
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance:
re: Steps taken by the Govt. to protect Forest Lands from occupation by Landlords of Mahubababad Taluk, Warangal District.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—Forest department is not at fault.
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance:
re: Steps taken by the Govt to protect Forest Lands from occupation by Landlords of Mahbubabad Taluk, Warangal Distt.


Mr. Deputy Speaker—Suppose the Revenue Department takes the decision and they vacate the stay, then in what way the forest minister comes into the picture?

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—Anyway it is not too late. To-morrow we can ask the Revenue Minister to make statement and he will clarify and satisfy you.

Mr. Deputy Speaker—To-morrow we shall take up this when the Revenue Minister is here.
Papers Placed on the Table

PAPERS LAID ON THE TABLE


Sri. P.V. Chowdary:—Sir, with your permission on behalf of the Minister for Co-operation, I beg to lay on the Table a copy of the notification issued in G.O.Ms.No. 239, Ind. & Com. dated 15-3-1979 under section 6 of the Andhra Pradesh Relief Undertakings (Special Provisions) Act, 1971.

(2) : Notifications under A.P. Panchayat Samithis and Zilla Parishads Act, 1959.

Sri. P.V. Chowdary:—Sir, with your permission on behalf of the Minister for Panchayati Raj, I beg to lay on the Table copies of the following notifications with which certain amendments to rules have been made as required under sub-section (2) of section 69 of the Andhra Pradesh Panchayat Samithis and Zilla Parishads Acts, 1959.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl.No.</th>
<th>Reference to the G.O. and date with which the notification has been published in the Andhra Pradesh Gazette.</th>
<th>Reference to the Gazette and Date.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Government Bills:

(3): Amendment to A. P. Excise (Regulation of Drawal and Sales of Neera) Rules, 1969.


(4): Annual Accounts of the A. P. State Electricity Board.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:—Sir, with your permission on behalf of the Minister for Finance, I beg to lay on the Table a copy of the Annual Accounts of the Andhra Pradesh State Electricity Board together with the Audit Report thereon for the year 1977-78 under sub-section 5 (1) of section 69 of the Electricity Supply Act, 1948.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—Papers laid on the Table:

GOVERNMENT BILLS


Sri A. Madan Mohan:—Sir, I move:

That the Andhra Pradesh (Andhra Area) Public Health Amendment Bill, 1979 be taken into consideration.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—Motion moved.


Government Bills:


The Cabinet on the 3rd July, 1979, took up the following Bill, which Mr. B. A. G. Ranga Reddy, M.P., moved for the consideration of the House—


The Bill was read a first time.

Government Bills:


The Cabinet on the 3rd July, 1979, took up the following Bill, which Mr. B. A. G. Ranga Reddy, M.P., moved for the consideration of the House—


The Bill was read a first time.

Government Bills:


The Cabinet on the 3rd July, 1979, took up the following Bill, which Mr. B. A. G. Ranga Reddy, M.P., moved for the consideration of the House—


The Bill was read a first time.

Government Bills:


The Cabinet on the 3rd July, 1979, took up the following Bill, which Mr. B. A. G. Ranga Reddy, M.P., moved for the consideration of the House—


The Bill was read a first time.
Government Bills:

3rd July, 1979

12:30 p.m.

(If necessary, amend the order of the items in the agenda as per the rules of the House.)


Government Bills:


Government Bills:

12-40 p.m.  పి.  వియాంగరి వారి: ప్రమాది, సమాంతగా జిందా, సంగమ పత్ర రోజు వంద త్యాగం ఇవి దేశం విస్తరం సంపాదన చేస్తాను, తన సంపాదన దినం తీముడా. అంటే ప్రమాది, సంగమ పత్ర రోజు వంద త్యాగం ఇవి దేశం విస్తరం సంపాదన చేస్తాను. 12 సంపాదన దినాన్ని అందరిమిగా ఉత్సాహం సంపాదన చేస్తాను. అంటే ప్రమాది, సంగమ పత్ర రోజు వంద త్యాగం ఇవి దేశం విస్తరం సంపాదన చేస్తాను.


Government BiHs: 3yd j^y i^yp, 135

Government Bills:


Mr. Deputy Speaker:—The question is that:

"The Andhra Pradesh (Andhra Area) Public Health (Amendment) Bill, 1979, be taken into consideration."

(Sri M. Omkar pressed for division)

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—Those who are for the Motion pleased stand in their seats.

(Sri A. Madan Mohan and three other Members from the Treasury Benches stood in their seats.)

(PAUSE)

Sri M. Omkar:—On a point of order Sir. First you have called "those who are for the Motion please stand in their seats." Only two or three people stood in their seats. Then immediately you have to call for those people who are against the motion. This is very wrong method and very objectionable. Only three or four people voted in favour of the Motion.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—You have to give ample opportunity to them.

Sri M. Omkar:—Perhaps their option is for neutrality. After asking the people who are against the Motion, you can call for those people who are neutral and they can raise. They can take the third option.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—I did not give any ruling.
Mr. Deputy Speaker:—I never said like that.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:—It is not for the Hon'ble Member to say whether you have completed or not.

Sri Mr. Omkar:—I have not questioned your competency Sir. Unnecessarily he is putting his words in my mouth.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—I have nothing to do for the Motion or against the Motion. It is for you to decide. Actually, I wanted to put the Bill for voting and they insisted for division. I was announcing who are for the Motion. I have not declared the results. Neither we have counted nor the office people took an opportunity to count them. How can you come to the conclusion that they were not for the Motion?

Sri A. Veerappa:—It is not correct. Speaker only said “Who are for the Motion.” Then we stood up.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—Let us also see that.

Sri C. Janga Reddy:—(Interruptions)
Mr. Deputy Speaker: —I must give an opportunity to all the members equally. They must hear me properly, make up their mind and stand up.

(The House then divided)

Ayes—58  'Noes—27  Neutrals—Nil.

The Motion was carried.

CLAUSE (2)

Sri K.B. Siddaiah : —Sir, I move that:

"In the Proviso to clause 2 for the words ‘two rupees’ substitute the words ‘ten paise, wherever it occurs’.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— Amendment moved.

Sri M. Omkar:—It covers all passengers including children, women, Harijans and Girijans irrespective of caste, creed and sex, even beggars whoever travel by road. As the Hon’ble members have already submitted, that it is very fair on the part of the Hon’ble Minister that he should reduce the amount at least to 0.10 ps. This will be some concession. Since long time we have been seeing in the Parliament and Assemblies when originally taxes are proposed, after taking into consideration the views of the members expressed in the House as well as the views of public expressed outside the House they are coming.
forward with alterations reducing the original proposals. Why should not our minister resort to this method? It is better if he is pleased to accept this amendment moved by Sri K. B. Siddiaiah.

 Millions of pilgrims visited the spot to have a dip in the Ganges. It involves a totally repressive principle.

A man has to be popular either as noted or notorious. While I have been trying to be noted, if I do not get it, I do not mind. The way I have been living is that I go to different places and talk to different people. When I have to address a meeting, I always try to get the attention of the audience.
Sri A. Madan Mohan: —After careful consideration of all those suggestions, which probably we had accepted and we had discussed, I have nothing to add. I do share the sentiments of some of the Members of this House. But we cannot afford to be more sentimental in this aspect.

After all, if things have to move, we have to take a pragmatic and realistic approach and it is a realistic approach. It is not going to hurt anybody nor is it going to affect the prestige of Andhra Pradesh. Even in Northern India, wherever such pilgrimages took place, the pilgrims are taxed in some form or the other. In this case, I do not think, Rs. 2 is a burden on those who come to the pilgrimage. As such, I would again request the Hon'ble Members not to have unnecessarily their sentimental approach to the whole problem and co-operate with the Government and see that the Bill is passed.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—The question is;
Government Bills:


“In the Proviso to clause 2 for the words “two rupees” substitute the words “ten paise” wherever it occurs”.

(Some opposition members pressed for division and the House then divided)


The Amendment was negatived.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: — The question is:

“That Clause 2 do stand part of the Bill”.

The Motion was adopted and clause 2 was added to the Bill.

Clause 1, Enacting Formula & Long Title

Mr. Deputy Speaker: — The question is:

“That Clause 1, Enacting Formula & Long Title do stand part of the Bill”.

The Motion was adopted and Clause 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title were added to the Bill.

(At this stage Sri M. Omkar and his party members staged a walk out).

Government Bill:

The Code of Civil Procedure
(Andhra Pradesh Amendment) Bill, 1979

... (Text continues as provided in the document.)

(At this stage Sri Ch. Rajeshwara Rao and his party members staged a walk out)

Sri A. Madan Mohan :— Sir, I beg to move:

"The Andhra Pradesh (Andhra Area) Public Health (Amendment) Bill 1979 be passed".

Mr. Deputy Speaker :— Motion moved:

The question is:

"The Andhra Pradesh (Andhra Area) Public Health Amendment) Bill, 1979 be passed".

The Motion was adopted and the Bill was passed.


Sri N. Bhaskara Rao :— Sir, I beg to move:

"The Code of Civil Procedure (Andhra Pradesh Amendment) Bill, 1979 be taken into consideration".

Mr. Deputy Speaker :— Motion moved.

(Pause)

The question is:

"The Code of Civil Procedure (Andhra Pradesh Amendment) Bill, 1979 be taken into consideration".
The Motion was adopted.

Clause 2, 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— The question is:

"Clauses 2, 1, Enacting Formula & Long Title do stand part of the Bill."

The motion was adopted and Clauses 2, 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title were added to the Bill.

Sri N. Bhaskara Rao: Sir, I beg to move:

"The Code of Civil procedure (Andhra Pradesh Amendment) Bill, 1979 be passed."

Mr. Deputy Speaker:— Motion moved.

The question is:

"The Code of Civil Procedure (Andhra Pradesh Amendment) Bill, 1979 be passed."

The Motion was adopted and the Bill was passed.

Mr. Deputy Speaker:—Now, the House stands adjourned to meet again at 8-30 A.M. tomorrow.

(The House, then, adjourned to meet again at half past eight 'O' Clock on Wednesday, the 4th July, 1979.)